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Abstract—Completely Automatic Public Turing Test to Tell Computer and Human Apart (CAPTCHA) is a challenge response test which is a security method in web-related services aiming at distinguishing between human users and computers. Although nowadays the use of CAPTCHA is becoming a standard security method, this specific type of textual verification hinders accessibility to users with reading difficulties, such as individuals with dyslexia or low vision. In this paper, we present a novel text-based CAPTCHA which comprises several accessible components and adaptable settings in order to facilitate access to individuals who face reading difficulties.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Research on telling computers from humans traces back to the original Turing test [1], which aimed at distinguishing a human between another human and a computer by asking questions to both. Modern methods aim at developing computer programs to distinguish between another computer program and a human [2]. A category of systems called Human Interactive Proof (HIP) tools are designed to distinguish between various groups of users, in important security-related Web tasks (e.g. registration) [3].

One of the important branches of HIP systems is the Completely Automatic Public Turing Test to Tell Computer and Human Apart (CAPTCHA) which is a challenge response test that is used on the World Wide Web to distinguish between real human users and computers [2]. The use of CAPTCHA is now almost a standard security method to prevent undesirable or malicious Web-bots from gaining access to the Web services [4] and it is estimated that about 200 million CAPTCHAs are solved every day [5].

However, this type of visual and textual verification poses a major accessibility issue to users who face reading difficulties, either due to dyslexia or low vision [6, 7]. Both groups of individuals benefit from web text that is clear and consequently easy to read. The British Dyslexia Association and the Royal National Institute for the Blind have issued guidelines to promote readability for each group. These two sets of guidelines substantially overlap. Accordingly, Evett and Brown [8] created a unified web design set of guidelines for dyslexic and visually impaired readers.

We combined these guidelines with potential accessibility solutions suggested in the CAPTCHA literature to create a new form of text-based CAPTCHA, called Alfa, which facilitates the user in two ways: (a) it consists of several technical components per se which aim at serving the purpose of accessibility, and (b) it provides a number of settings which can be adapted by the user according to his/her needs. Thus, Alfa CAPTCHA embraces a web adaptability approach which shifts the emphasis on the users’ preferences and needs [9].

The accessible characteristics and adaptable settings of Alfa CAPTCHA are described below.

2 ACCESSIBLE CHARACTERISTICS AND ADAPTABLE SETTINGS OF ALFA CAPTCHA

2.1 Interface


Every time the user clicks on any of the above buttons, demanding a change, he/she will experience the same response. That is, the specific change will affect each component of the CAPTCHA interface in the same way (FIGURE 2).
The characteristics that make Alfa CAPTCHA accessible to users with reading difficulties together with the adaptability options offered are described next.

2.2 Font family
The user has at his/her disposal the ‘Fonts’ button which allows the selection of the font family. All four available font families (Verdana, Trebuchet, Arial, and Microsoft Sans Serif) are sans serif since such font families are considered to be more readable and legible than serif typefaces [8].

2.3 Font size
There are two buttons available to the user (Α+, Α−) that enable him/her to increase or decrease the font size. The minimum font size for each web browser (Chrome, Firefox, and Internet Explorer) is 16 and the user is able to increase the font size without any preset limit.

2.4 Contrast
The user is able to set the foreground-background contrast according to his/her preferences. Changes in the contrast are handled with the ‘Contrast’ button. The four available options are: black on white, black on gray, black on pale yellow, and dark blue on pale yellow. We avoided the use of light text on dark background, and the use of green, red and pink which are not appropriate for the colour blind [8].

2.5 Simultaneous dual control of layout and generated CAPTCHA
The aforementioned palette of settings allows the user to modify the appearance of the layout (buttons, text, information) as well as the generated CAPTCHA according to his/her particular preferences and needs.

2.6 Colour use in the generated CAPTCHA
The generated text-based CAPTCHA is bi-colour (i.e. foreground colour and background colour) since multicolour CAPTCHAs are considered as less accessible and less secure [10].

2.7 Elimination of confusing characters
Character distortion that is employed in text-based CAPTCHAs may have a negative impact on usability. Yan and El Ahmad [11] provide a list of letters and digits that may form confusing character pairs. To avoid any of the potential difficulties caused by capital letters, Alfa CAPTCHA produces only lower-case letters. Besides that, Alfa CAPTCHA does not resemble ‘nn’, and ‘cm’ can bear a resemblance to ‘an’. Additionally, Alfa CAPTCHA does not generate several digits which have been indicated to form confusing character pairs when they appear one after the other. More specifically, we eliminated ‘5’ which may be hard to tell apart from ‘6’ or ‘7’ which may look like ‘1’, and ‘8’ which may look like ‘6’ or ‘9’. Moreover, Alfa CAPTCHA does not generate the letter ‘l’ which may resemble ‘1’ [the number 1], and ‘0’ which may appear to be ‘0’.

2.8 Character spacing
Character spacing in the generated CAPTCHA is as much condensed so that it does not allow characters to ‘touch’ or overlap, hence we eliminated another factor that may decrease text readability [11].

2.9 Navigation facilitated by visual cues
While the user navigates with the ‘Tab’ key, the text of the button that has the focus becomes bold. The border of the textbox input becomes bold as well. Additionally, when the refresh button has the focus its image is replaced by a bolder version. The aforementioned visual cues have been inserted to assist the user in knowing where the focus (i.e. which button is active) is at any given time.

3 SECURITY ISSUES
Following the suggestion by Yan and Al Ahmad [11] Alfa CAPTCHA does not use either arcs or random lines. Instead, to achieve security, Alfa CAPTCHA generates random noise in the form of dots added to the image, a technique which is considered to be the most effective in terms of security [12].

4 CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we presented a novel text-based CAPTCHA aiming at removing barriers to access for users with reading difficulties due to either dyslexia or low vision. To achieve this aim, Alfa CAPTCHA combines accessible technical components with several adaptability options. These settings were selected taking into consideration the needs of individuals with reading difficulties associated with dyslexia or low vision but it is likely that they will increase CAPTCHA usability for all users. We should note, however, that since Alfa CAPTCHA is a text-based CAPTCHA which produces Latin characters it may be more difficult for users whose mother tongue is not Latin-based. Apparently, given its visual and textual character, Alfa CAPTCHA is not accessible to individuals who are blind. Future work on CAPTCHA accessibility may provide
solutions in the aforementioned issues.

5 NOTE
A free demonstration of Alfa CAPTCHA is available at www.textware.gr
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